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Abstract

This work, starting form the analitical description of a generic ASSISTprogram, derives some general properties
that characterize its steady state behaviour, allowing us to define performance model forASSIST programs. This
model is well suited to the structured and component oriented nature of theASSIST language and of its future
evolutions. Starting from the performance model, it is possible to discern which information the developer of a
program or a component must share with the compiler so that itcan predict the performances of a program, and it
allow us to provide a definition of the performance contract.This work proposes a methodology that, starting from a
performance model and a performance contract, allows to compute the performance parameters that every component
or module composing a program must satisfy, so that the program as a whole fulfills the performance contract at run-
time. These parameters can be used to guide the deployment process of anASSIST program on a computational
Grid. The statically derived parameters, that are based on the estimates provided by developers, can be refined at
run-time, measuring them by means of an application oriented monitoring system. The accuracy of the results of the
performance models allows the management of complexASSIST applications by means of reconfiguration policies
based on local decisions.
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1 Introduction

«The task of building Grid applications that run reliably and efficiently on Grid platforms is often a difficult task» [1].
Component-based programming is currently the most promising paradigm for programming complex systems, break-
ing them in smaller and simpler pieces: it is well suited to efficiently face the new challenges in terms of programma-
bility, interoperability, code reuse and efficiency that mainly derive from the features that are peculiar to Grid [2].

Our study focuses on an high-level component oriented programming model. The choice has been driven by
several factors: high-level languages are more suited to write complex applications because they abstract from a great
number of low level details, that can become unmanageable when the complexity of the code increases; moreover, they
allow to produce portable applications (w.r.t. O.S. and architecture). The component paradigm allows programmers
to build complex artifacts by composition of simpler piecesof software, often preexisting, enabling a great reuse of
code.

In component programming, programmers are in charge of writing optimized components and/or carefully select
appropriate components to solve the application problem, while the optimization of the aggregated component pro-
grams is left to the programming environment, enabled in doing so by performance annotations added to components
by their authors, and guided by performance requirements ofthe whole program inserted by the programmer that
performed their assembly.

Beyond the traditional component-based approach, basically built on top of sequential modules, in [3] the authors
propose a parallel component model, oriented toward high performances, as the programming model to solve large
scale problems on Grid platforms. This approach exploits several inter- and intra-component communication patterns:
RPC, event notification and streams to compose the parallel application. A broad class of parallel applications ex-
ploits the stream-based communication mechanism. This work aims at modelling the performance of this class of
applications.

Grid targeting poses several problems to the reliable and efficient execution of this kind of applications. Among
these problems, resource discovery, mapping and scheduling phases are the ones that mainly affect application per-
formance. The resources that will host the execution of the components that compose a parallel application must be
able to provide some minimum QoS to guarantee the performance of the whole application. The QoS parameters of a
particular application can vary from user to user, and from problem size to problem size.

To find a way to analytically manage this we need a model of the dynamic behaviour of the target application.
Moreover, it is impossible to find an initial mapping of the components on some resources that will guarantee the QoS
for the whole execution of the application. At runtime the application will need to be adapted to the changing features
of the Grid resources. Even in this case, we need a characterisation of the performance of the application to enable the
monitoring services to detect QoS violations and start somekind of reconfiguration mechanism (e.g. the one described
in [4]) to find a minimal set of new resources that can be exploited to guarantee again the QoS of the application. In
this work we provide a formalization of component annotations and of performance requirements (constraints) on
programs, and we develop an algorithm that given these informations finds the correct performance related parameters
to instantiate all components that build up an application.

In the following sections we present:

• two models for the class of component programs with stream based interactions, the first, more detailed, suited
for simulations, and the second, describing the steady state behaviour of the programs, amenable to a mathe-
matical solution;

• the performance related annotations to high-performance components, needed to derive a performance model
for the whole application and the quality of service constraints that we will be able to cope with;

• the definition of performance contract w.r.t. the class of applications presented;

• a fast algorithm to assess the performance contract, i.e. to“project” the performance requirements of the appli-
cation to its atomic elements;

• an analytic approach to the resource selection and static mapping phases;

• an experimental validation of the proposed mechanisms.
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2 Application structure

An ASSIST parallel component is structured as a (non simple) graph whose nodes (modules, inASSIST terminol-
ogy) represent computations and whose edges represent communications or synchronisations. Edges are directed and
can connect two or more nodes. Two nodes may be linked by more than a single edge. Component interfaces are
represented as special edges: input interfaces as edges with no source, and output interfaces as edges with no target.
A program can be seen as a single component with no input or output interfaces, so we can apply the studied model
without modifications.

Nodes can represent sequential as well as parallel computations. The computation can start spontaneously or as a
consequence of one or more data receptions. During the computation, output data can be produced. A sequential node
has at most one active control flow (thread) at any time. In a parallel node, two scenarios are possible:

1. only one computation, made up of several control flows, is active in the node;

2. several computations, each composed by a single, independent control flow, are active.

The first scenario corresponds to a data-parallel computation, in which the node computes in parallel different
portions of the same data; the second one describes task-parallel computations, in which the node computes several
independent data, possibly applying different algorithms, in parallel.

The edges represent stream-like flows of data (namedstreams inASSIST).

2.1 Stream-based interaction

A stream is a typed, unidirectional communication channel between a non-empty, finite set of producers and a non-
empty, finite set of consumers. A producer is connected to a stream through its output interface, while a consumer
is connected to a stream through its input interface. We define streamlength the number of data that flows in the
stream during the whole application lifetime. Every consumer receives the entire sequence of data constituting the
stream. When multiple producers are involved, the sequences produced by each one merge in a single sequence. The
resulting sequence is compatible with the partial orders imposed by the sources, but data from different sequences are
interleaved non-deterministically.

Every node can be producer or consumer of several streams, and it is possible to specify cyclic structures (i.e. the
communication structure is not restricted to be a DAG).

A program that exploits stream-based interaction can show different forms of non-determinism in a single node:

1. the interleaving of data produced by different producersof a stream;

2. the reception of data from multiple streams consumed by the same node;

An other form of uncertainty, that can be regarded as non-determinism from the point of view of the system, but that is
not for the programmer, is the case in which a single node produces more than one stream: the program controlling the
node has the complete control on the choice of which output stream to employ to produce data, but this is not statically
predictable.

Obviously, a system of more than one node is non-deterministic because the events happening at different nodes
are, in general, not synchronised, and only the partial event ordering imposed by causality is satisfied.

2.2 Node behaviour

A node, either sequential or parallel, is specified, in general, describing its internal computations and the rules deter-
mining the activation. A node can perform several computations. A computation can be activated if the following
conditions hold:

• the node can activate a new computation (this means that it isidle, or it is parallel and control flows are available
to execute it),

• the boolean expression guarding its activation is verified,

• all necessary data has been received, or no data is necessary.
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Sequential nodes can activate new computations only when they are idle. Parallel nodes, instead, can have at most
one data-parallel computation active, or otherwise up to the number of its threads task-parallel computations running
in parallel.

A node can have several input and output streams. Each outputstreamO can be controlled by one or more
computations of the node. Each input streamI is associated to only one computation; nevertheless, spontaneous
computations may exist, that do not need input data to activate, but follow own activation policies. We nameAi the set
of input stream indices associated to the computationEi. Note that, if a node hasu computations andv input streams,
the following holds:

u⋃

i=1

Ai = {1, . . . , v} (1)

∀i 6= j Ai ∩Aj = ∅ (2)

i.e. the set of input stream indices is partitioned among thesetsAi. A spontaneous computationEi hasAi = ∅.

2.3 Stream behaviour

Figure 1 represents the different patterns in which nodes can be connected through streams. The stream behaviour in

Figure 1: Stream connection patterns

the four cases is:

unicast (1) one-to-one connection between two nodes: every datum sent on the output stream interfaceOA is received
in order by the input stream interfaceIB.

merge (2) many-to-one connection: every datum sent on the output stream interfacesOA andOB is received by the
input stream interfaceIC . The temporal ordering of the data coming from each input interface is preserved, but
the interleaving between the two sources is non-deterministic.

broadcast (3) one-to-many connection: every datum sent on the output stream interfaceOA is received in order by the
input stream interfacesIB andIC . The receptions happening on different input interfaces are not synchronised.

on demand (4) connection with on-demand distribution: every datum sent on the output stream interfaceOA is re-
ceived by only one input stream interfaceIB or IC . The input interface selected depends from the evolution of
the computations on nodesB andC at run-time.
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3 Continuous-time model for a running parallel component

In this section we model the run-time behaviour of a parallelcomponent exploiting the techniques of system theory [5].
The obtained model can be simulated using Matlab/Simulink,a widely used software tool for designing and simulating
system and application models. In Sect. 5 we exploit this model to derive a simpler description of the program
behaviour, based on steady state analysis.

3.1 Model for the node (deterministic case)

In order to describe the behaviour of a computation at run-time, consider Fig. 2; the displayed quantities represent:

Figure 2: Simple node at run-time

• ik(t): total number of received data at timet from the input interfaceIk;

• e(t): total number of computations carried out at timet;

• o(t): total number of sent data at timet.

We use continue quantities to model partial evolution, e.g.e(t) = 0.5 means that the node reached the half way point
in the computation of the first task.

Trivially, for each input interface associated to a computation, holds the causality relation:

e(t) ≤ ik(t) (3)

The node implementation exploits some buffers to store received data for each input interface, therefore for each input
interface and associated computation the following must hold:

ik(t)−
⌊
e(t)

⌋
≤ τ1k (4)

whereτ1k represents the maximum number of elements that can be received on the input interfaceIk before the stream
blocks (at least 1). We suppose that during the computation the datum is not removed from the interface buffer: this is
modelled by the⌊·⌋ operator.

We callimax
k (t) the maximum admissible value forik(t) at timet:

imax
k (t) = τ1k +

⌊
e(t)

⌋
(5)

If we make the hypothesis that no sensible delays are presentbetween computations and the beginning of the trans-
mission of the produced data, we can relate the total number of transmitted data to the progress of them computations
of the node:

o(t) = f
(
e1(t), . . . , em(t)

)
(6)

This equation assumes a deterministic relation between thenode state, expressed by the values of its state vari-
ables, and its output behaviour. A more general formulationfor the non-deterministic case, that can handle also
data-dependent behaviour is presented in the following section.
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Now we can proceed modelling the time-related behaviour of computations and data transfers. The activation of a
computation can happen only when the number of data completely received on each associated stream (see Fig. 2) is
greater than the number of partially computed data:

⌊
ik(t)

⌋
− e(t) > 0 (7)

and blocks when it cannot send a computed data to the output stream, because the buffers are full:

omax(t)− f
(
e1(t), . . . , em(t)

)
≤ 0 (8)

In the preceding inequalityomax(t) represents the maximum admissible value foro(t) at timet (see Eqn. (18)).
We introduce thestep functionu(x):

u(x) =

{
0 if x ≤ 0
1 if x > 0

and we denote withw(t) the available computing power at timet and withL the quantity of work necessary to perform
the computation. We derive that the number of performed (partial) computations, per time unit, is:

de

dt
= u

(

min
(⌊

i1(t)
⌋
, . . . ,

⌊
in(t)

⌋)

− e(t)

)

·

· u
(

omax(t)− f
(
e1(t), . . . , em(t)

))

·
w(t)

L

(9)

3.2 Model extension for the non-deterministic case

We want to deal now with non-determinism, that can arise fromhaving multiple computations in a node, and with
(multiple) output streams controlled by the programmer in an unpredictable way.

We introduce for every node withn computations itsscheduling functions(t) : R→ [0, 1]n, that describes which
computations are active at any given moment (whens(t)i > 0). Each component ofs(t) can assume a discrete
set of values: in a sequential node (or a data-parallel computation on a parallel node) only 0 or 1 (i.e. not sched-
uled/scheduled), a task parallel computation on a parallelnode of degreed the values0, 1

d , . . . d−1
d , 1, meaning that

0, 1, . . . d− 1, d activations of the computation are concurrently active.
The scheduling function satisfies some properties:

• the set of scheduled computations cannot exceed the node capacity (10),

• computations that can be activated, are scheduled as soon aspossible (11),

• only computations that can be activated, are scheduled (12),

• if a computation is in progress, it cannot be descheduled (13).

In mathematical notation, we have:

∀t
n∑

i=1

s(t)i ≤ 1 (10)

∀t
n∑

i=1

s(t)i ≥ min
(

1,

n∑

i=1

ai(t)
)

(11)

∀t, i s(t)i ≤ ai(t) (12)

∀t, i, t′ t < t′ ∧ ⌊ei(t
′)⌋ = ⌊ei(t)⌋ ⇒ s(t′)i ≥ s(t)i (13)

whereai(t) determines if theith computation can be activated, and is defined as follows:

• for a sequential node or a data-parallel computation in a parallel node:

ak(t) = u

(

min
j∈Ai

(⌊
ij(t)

⌋)

− ek(t)

)
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• for a task-parallel computation in parallel node with parallelism degreed:

ak(t) =
1

d
min

(

d, min
j∈Ai

(⌊
ij(t)

⌋)

− ⌊ek(t)⌋

)

The progress for a computation belonging to a node with multiple computations can be expressed as follows:

dej

dt
= s(t)j · u

(

omax(t)− f
(
e1(t), . . . , em(t)

))

·
w(t)

L
(14)

In general, in a non-deterministic program, the constraints given for the scheduling function do not fully define it,
and several choices are possible, leading to several possible program traces.

The non-determinism in the output selection can be handled similarly, introducing a new set of indeterminate
functions for the outputso(t), that now are not deterministically related to computationprogress, andselection func-
tions that chose which output streams are selected at every new computation (they are constant over the duration of
computations).

3.3 Model for the streams

In order to describe the behaviour of a data transmission on astream, consider Fig. 3, that represents aunicastcom-
munication channel (deterministic).

Figure 3:Unicastcommunication channel

The displayed quantities represent:

• o(t): total number of data sent at timet from source interface;

• i(t): total number of data received at timet by the destination interface.

In this case, the causality relation states that
i(t) ≤ o(t) (15)

We can model a network latencyδ and take in consideration that a new transmission begins only when a full datum is
produced, by the following inequality (stronger than (15)):

i(t) ≤ ⌊o(t− δ)⌋ (16)

Stream implementations exploit communication buffers that can hold only a finite number of data (we will denote it
with τ2). It is possible to model this fact imposing the following inequality:

o(t) −
⌊q · i(t)⌋

q
≤ τ2 (17)

In analogy with Eqn. (5), we denote withomax(t) the maximum admissible value foro(t) at timet:

omax(t) = τ2 +
⌊q · i(t)⌋

q
(18)

In this case the quantityi(t) is quantised differently from Eqns. (4) and (5), because a stream can transfer fractions of
a datum (q−1 is the quantization constant, i.e. the minimum fraction that is transferred atomically).
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The equation governing the number of packets flowing in the communication channel per time unit is the following:

di

dt
= u

(⌊
o(t− δ)

⌋
− i(t)

)

· u
(

imax(t)− i(t)
)

·
b(t)

s
(19)

whereb(t) denotes the instantaneous bandwidth of the communication channel at timet, δ the average latency,s the
size of the exchanged data andimax(t) is defined by Eqn. (5).

For more complex communication patterns (see Fig. 1:➋, ➌, ➍) we show only the general constraints for the sys-
tem, skipping a more thorough discussion of their dynamic behaviour. We note that, of the following, only the broad-
cast pattern is deterministic, while the others are not. They can, however, be modelled similarly to non-deterministic
nodes, so we will not insist more on this aspect.

3.3.1 Merge (➋)

Figure 4:Mergecommunication channel

In this case (Fig. 4) theτ2 communication buffers are located in the input interface ofthe destination node. The
constraints are the following:

{
i(t) ≤

∑

k ok(t)
∑

k ok(t)− i(t) ≤ τ2
(20)

3.3.2 Broadcast (➌)

Figure 5:Broadcastcommunication channel

In this case (Fig. 5) theτ2 communication buffers are located in the output interface of the source node. The
constraints are the following:

{
∀k ik(t) ≤ o(t)
∀k o(t) − ik(t) ≤ τ2

(21)
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Figure 6:On demandcommunication channel

3.3.3 On demand (➍)

In this case (Fig. 6) theτ2 communication buffers are located in the output interface of the source node. The constraints
are the following:

{ ∑

k ik(t) ≤ o(t)
o(t)−

∑

k ik(t) ≤ τ2
(22)

4 Solutions to the dynamics of a running program

We want to derive general, time-independent properties from the given time-dependent model. To do so, we try to
write the general form of the equations governing the dynamic evolution of the system.

The system state is described, at timet by a set of observable state variables:i1,...,ni
(t), e1,...,ne

(t), o1,...,no
(t).

The state space of the system is an = ni × ne × no dimension euclidean spaceE
n = (P = R

n
+, Rn); a configuration

of the system is described by a single pointp ∈ P of the state space, that corresponds to an assignment for allthe
quantities characterising the system.

A running program is modelled by a trajectoryp(t) ∈ P that describes the evolution of the system in time. A
constraint on the state of the system represents a subset of trajectories of the system that are valid w.r.t. the constraint.
The set of admissible trajectories is defined then as the intersection of the subsets of all constraints imposed on the
system. The time derivative ofp, ṗ(t) ∈ R

n lies in the vector space associated to the Euclidean space.
The dynamic equations provided by the model, coupled with the boundary conditionp(0) = 0, implicitly define

p(t) for all t, as the solution of the Cauchy problem.
In order to simplify the discussion, we assume that latency is negligible (δ = 0); in this way we can always write

the equations in terms of the value of the variables at present time, instead of considering some past values.
For a deterministic program, the dynamic equations provided by the model can be written in the general form:

ṗ(t) = U(p(t))α(t) (23)

We denoted withU : P→Mn,n the function that, for every configuration provides the control part of the differential

equation (the one involvingu(·) functions), and withα(t) the independent part (the components of this vector arew(t)
L

for computations andb(t)s for streams).
The above simplification is not a limitation, in fact the general case could be treated extending the dependency of

U to past states, instead of only the current one.
We show the form of the differential equation modelling as a simple example, the dynamics of a two stage pipeline.e 1 i 2 e 2

Figure 7: A two stage pipeline, with the variables describing its state
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The general form of the equations is:







de1

dt
= u

(

omax(t)− f
(
e1(t)

))

·
wA(t)

L1

di2

dt
= u

(⌊
f
(
e1(t− δ)

)⌋
− i2(t)

)

· u
(

imax
2 (t)− i2(t)

)

·
b(t)

s

de2

dt
= u

(⌊
i2(t)

⌋
− e2(t)

)

·
wB(t)

L2

Substitutingomax, imax with their definition, assumingδ = 0 and knowing thatf(e1) = e1 in the pipeline, it is
transformed into: 





de1

dt
= u

(

τ2 +
⌊q · i2(t)⌋

q
− e1(t)

)

·
wA(t)

L1

di2

dt
= u

(⌊
e1(t)

⌋
− i2(t)

)

· u
(

τ1 +
⌊
e2(t)

⌋
− i2(t)

)

·
b(t)

s

de2

dt
= u

(⌊
i2(t)

⌋
− e2(t)

)

·
wB(t)

L2

Defining

α(t) =

[
wA(t)

L1
,
b(t)

s
,
wB(t)

L2

]T

and

U(e1(t), i2(t), e2(t)) =









u
(

τ2 +
⌊q · i2(t)⌋

q
− e1(t)

)

0 0

0 u
(⌊

e1(t)
⌋
− i2(t)

)

· u
(

τ1 +
⌊
e2(t)

⌋
− i2(t)

)

0

0 0 u
(⌊

i2(t)
⌋
− e2(t)

)









we can recognise the representation in the form of Eqn. (23).
We observe that the control matrix is piece-wise constant over non-infinitesimal time intervals: this condition is

true in general (not only for the three equations shown in theexample): it descends from quantisation in the general
equations for the nodes (Eqn. (9), derived from (4), (7), (18)) and in the equations for the streams (Eqn (19), derived
from (16) and (5)).

4.1 Existence of the solution

From the previous discussion, we can assume that our system has the form of Eqn. (23), and that the control part is
piece-wise constant over intervals of time. In this way, theexistence of the solution is trivial, and it can be provided
constructively. We start witht0 = 0, p0(t0) = 0, U0 = U(0), and inductively define

pi(t) =

∫ t

ti

Uiα(τ)dτ

ti+1 = sup{t > ti|U(pi(t)) = Ui}

Ui+1 = lim
t→t+

i

U(pi(t))

In this way,p(t) is defined as the concatenation of the piecespi|[ti,ti+1): it is a continue function (pi(ti) = pi+1(ti))
and piece-wise derivable (see Fig. 8 for an example). From the form of the system, provided that the computing power
and transmission bandwidth never drop to zero, we can infer that it either is piece-wise regular or it stalls in a singularity
point, i.e.∀t > t̄ p(t) = p(t̄). If this happens, this means that the program is expected to deadlock in every execution
(remember that we are considering deterministic programs).
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Figure 8: The evolution of a two stage pipeline in the state space

4.2 Considerations about non-deterministic programs

In Sect. 3.2 we modelled non-deterministic programs introducing additional control functions (the scheduling and
stream choice ones) that capture the peculiarities of each execution of the program (e.g. the order in which computa-
tions are activated when more than one is ready, the output stream selection policy).

Knowing these functions, the program can be regarded as deterministic; moreover, the constraints on those func-
tions impose that they are constant over the duration of computations (see Eqn. (14)). We therefore are in the same
hypotheses in which we proved the existence of the solution in the deterministic case. In this way we are assured that
the model captures every possible evolution of the non-deterministic program.

This is a purely theoretical result, in fact we do not know theadditional control functions in advance, and therefore
the model cannot be used in a predictive way. Nevertheless, we can try to derive general properties, and to analyse the
program behaviour in steady state condition.

5 Steady state analysis

The steady state behaviour of the system can be analysed studying mean values̄p for the rate of change of the state
variables:

p̄ = E[ṗ|[t0,∞)] =

∫ ∞

t0

ṗ(t)dt = lim
t→∞

p(t)− p(t0)

t− t0
(24)

The choice oft0 is arbitrary, in fact the weight of the transient phase fadesaway considering infinite executions.
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However, to ease the reasoning about these quantities, we can interprett0 as the end of the transient phase, e.g. in a
pipeline when the last stage consumes the first task (see Fig.8).

This can be useful to obtain an approximation of the completion time of the computation of a stream of lengthn,
as the transient timet0 plus the time needed to process the rest of the stream, at the steady state processing rate of the
last stage(n− 1) · ēlast.

5.1 Steady state behaviour of a node

The steady state behaviour of a node can be modelled associating to each computationEk its activation rate

ēk = lim
t→∞

ek(t)− ek(t0)

t− t0
(25)

The data transmission ratēok of an output streamOk will depend on the activation rates of one or more computations
of the node.

In previous section, we related the number of data outputs tothe number of performed computations by means of
a transfer functionfk (Eqn. (6)).

Proposition 1. If the transfer function is (asymptotically) linear

ok = fk(e1, . . . , em) = α1
ke1 + . . . αm

k em + ck(e1, . . . , em) with lim
‖e−0‖→∞

‖ck(e)− 0‖

‖e− 0‖
= 0

then a steady state is eventually reached, in which the output rate is a linear combination of the computation rates
(with αk the vector of coefficients of the asymptote):

ōk =

m∑

i=1

αi
kēi (26)

Proof.

ōk = lim
t→∞

fk(e(t))− fk(e(t0))

t− t0
=

lim
t→∞

αk · (e(t)− e(t0)) + c(e(t))− c(e(t0))

t− t0
=

αk · lim
t→∞

e(t)− e(t0)

t− t0
+ lim

t→∞

c(e(t))− c(e(t0))

t− t0
=

αk · ē + 0 =

m∑

i=1

αm
k ēi

The previous argument shows that under asymptotic linearity conditions on the transfer functions, the steady state
relation between execution rates and output rates can be described by a linear function; we will denote it with̄f , so
we can write:

ōk = f̄k(ē) (27)

Starting from the detailed description of a running programgiven by our model, we can derive several relations
among the quantities we are studying that hold in the steady state.

From Eqns. (3) and (4) we can derive an interesting property that relates input rates to execution rates in a node.

Proposition 2. Steady state input and execution rates are related by the following:

∀k ∈ Ai , ēi = ı̄k (28)
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Proof. Let k ∈ Ai, we will prove that̄ei − ı̄k = 0

ēi − ı̄k = lim
t→∞

ei(t)− ei(t0)

t− t0
− lim

t→∞

ik(t)− ik(t0)

t− t0

= lim
t→∞

ei(t)− ei(t0)− ik(t) + ik(t0)

t− t0

= lim
t→∞

ei(t)− ik(t)

t− t0
−

ei(t0)− ik(t0)

t− t0

The numerator of the first addend is limited by constants: (3)gives

ei(t)− ik(t) ≤ 0

and (4) (noting thate(t) ≥ ⌊e(t)⌋) gives
ei(t)− ik(t) ≥ −τ1k

while the numerator of the second addend is constant, so the limit tends to zero when the denominator tends to
infinity.

5.2 Steady state behaviour of the streams

The steady state behaviour of streams can be modelled associating to each endpoint its data transmission rate. We
derive, for the different interconnection patterns represented in Fig. 1, balance equations that relate input and output
endpoints.

Proposition 3. The steady state transmission rate at the endpoints of a stream are characterised by the following
balance equations:

unicast:ōA = ı̄B (29)

merge:ōA + ōB = ı̄C (30)

broadcast:ōA = ı̄B = ı̄C (31)

on demand:̄oA = ı̄B + ı̄C (32)

These equations are easily extended in the case of more endpoints.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Prop. 2, exploiting:

• (15) and (17) for unicast,

• (20) for merge,

• (21) for broadcast,

• (22) for on demand.

5.3 Performance annotations and model

Propositions 1, 2 and 3 can be operatively exploited to modelthe steady state behaviour of a program/component.
We show with an example (Fig. 9) how the steady state behaviour of a pipeline program is modelled within our
framework. We associate to each computation itsexecution rateek, and to each input/output interface itsdata transfer
rate ik andok respectively. These variables completely specify the application state from the point of view of its
performance, therefore we will call them theperformance featuresof our application. In the pipeline example we
have one computation, one input interface and one output interface for each stage; the first stage has no input interface
and the last one has no output interface.
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Figure 9: Four stage pipeline application

Prop. 2 allows us to express output rates as linear combinations of execution rates, provided that we know the
related coefficients. In the pipeline example, every time a computation is performed a new datum is produced, so the
coefficient is 1:∀k ∈ {A, B, C}, ok = ek.

These coefficients must be provided by developers of programs/components by means of someperformance
annotationsto the compiler, in order to build theperformance model.

Prop. 3 allows us to relate output rates to input rates of linked modules. In the pipeline example we exploit (29) to
deriveoA = iB, oB = iC andoC = iD.

The equations we derived, reported here, define the performance model of our example pipeline program:






eA = oA first stage
oA = iB first stream
iB = eB = oB second stage
oB = iC second stream
iC = eC = oC third stage
oC = iD third stream
iD = eD fourth stage

From the performance model we deriveeA = oA = iB = eB = oB = iC = eC = oC = iD = eD = λ, i.e.
the program has only one degree of freedom, and all the stagesperform at the same speed. This is exactly what we
expect from a pipeline, in which, in the steady state, the computation speed of every stage is determined by the slowest
one. The interesting thing is that, with this approach, a compiler exploiting simple annotations can find automatically
analytical performance model for complex graph structures, obtaining the same predictive power provided by the
performance models for skeletons.

In general, if we denote withi the vector of the input rates, withe the vector of the execution rates and witho the
vector of the output rates, theperformance annotationscan be expressed as systems of linear equations:

i = Ae (33)

o = Be (34)

C1i = C2o (35)

(33) relates the input rates to execution rates, (34) relates the execution rates to output rates, (35) describes the con-
nection structure of the graph;C1 = I if no on-demand connectors are used.

Theperformance model is therefore defined as an homogeneous system of simultaneous linear equations, that
describe the relations that hold in the steady state among theperformance features:





−I A 0
0 B −I

−C1 0 C2









i

e

o



 =





0
0
0



 (36)

The set of solutions of the system is a vector subspace of the spaceR
n (wheren is the total number of variables,

either input rates, output rates or execution rates); we call the dimension of the solution space the number ofdegrees
of freedom of the application. If this dimension is 1, then the system iscompletely determined as soon as a single
value for any variable is imposed. The degenerate case of a space with dimension 0 implies that the only solution to
the system is the null vector (i.e. every variable must be zero): this means that the predicted steady state is a deadlock
state, in which no computation or communication can proceed. The number of degrees of freedom of the system will
impact on how many constraints must be provided in order to derive the expected values for every variable.
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Clearly, only positive values of the rates are meaningful, so we can conclude that every assignment of positive

values for the vector
[

i e o
]T
∈ R

n that is a solution of the system is a possible “operation point” for the
modeled application. This can be mathematically stated by the side conditions:





i

e

o



 ≥





0
0
0



 (37)

the solution space, then, is a convex, possibly infinite polyhedron.
The approach outlined before is efficient, in fact the simplification of the simultaneous equations can be achieved

using well known techniques from linear algebra, for which extremely fast algorithms exist (see next section).

6 Considerations about multi-component programs

We have seen that the described model is suitable to describesingle components (and therefore whole programs, as a
special case), starting from their fine grain structure as graph of modules. In this section we show that it is well suited
to describe multi-component programs. In particular we show that:

• we can enforce encapsulation, by extracting automaticallya higher-level description of a component not involv-
ing information on its internal structure (black-box model)

• we can build a model for a multi-component program composingthe black-box models for its components, and
solve it hierarchically.

B o C o Zi C C e Co Bi Bi Z e B
Figure 10: Two stage pipeline component

We consider a component with one input and one output stream interfaces, with an internal pipeline structure
(Fig. 10). When designing the component, the internal structure is known, so the full model can be constructed:







iZ = iB input interface
iB = eB = oB stage B
oB = iC stream
iC = eC = oC stage C
oC = oZ output interface

In the equations of the model appear some variables that can be identified with the interfaces of the component, and
others that are related to its internal composition; moreover, the equations describe exactly the connection between its
constituent modules. We want derive a set of equations that describe only the observable behaviour of the component,
i.e. the relations between its input and output interfaces.In order to do so, we discern the observable variables (in
this case, onlyiZ andoZ) from the internal ones. We write the system of simultaneousequations in matrix form as
Ax = 0, ordering the vectorx = [iB, eB, oB, iC , eC , oC , iZ , oZ ]T (and therefore the columns ofA) with the internal
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variables before the observable ones.












1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1













iZ = iB
iB = eB

eB = oB

oB = iC
iC = eC

eC = oC

oC = oZ

The Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm simplifies systemsof simultaneous equations producing an upper triangular
system, in which thekth variable can appear only in the firstk equations. This means that, in our example, in the
simplified system, the seventh equation relates only the observable variables. An interesting thing to investigate is how
these equations are synthesised. The algorithm performs several steps, each one consisting in the elimination of one
variable (this gives the name to the algorithm) from all the equations below the one considered. The algorithm in its
basic form can perform row exchange (swapping equations), but not column exchange to the matrix (this would imply
a reordering of the components of the solution vectorx). The elimination is achieved, conceptually, by solving the
considered equation for that variable, and substituting the solution in the following equations.

The first step in our example eliminatesiB in the second equation by substituting it withiZ .












1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1













iZ = iB
iZ = eB

eB = oB

oB = iC
iC = eC

eC = oC

oC = oZ

The following steps will eliminate, in the order,eB, oB, iC , eC andoC . Note that the chosen ordering forx, in which
internal variables appear before observable ones, is intended to produce equations in which only the observable vari-
ables appear, because the internal ones have been substituted by equivalent expressions involving only the observable
ones. The resulting, simplified system is:













1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1













iZ = iB
iZ = eB

iZ = oB

iZ = iC
iZ = eC

iZ = oC

iZ = oZ

The resulting system can be split in two parts:

1. one that relates internal quantities to the external ones(the first six equations)

2. one that relates only observable quantities (iZ = oZ).

The second can be seen as the black-box model of a component, and can be used to build the model of a multi-
component program, enforcing the encapsulation of the internal structure of each component.

The first part, instead, is useful when, once solved the high-level performance model of the program to fulfil the
performance constraints, we want to propagate them to single modules, in order to drive the mapping mechanism as
well as the dynamic adaptation mechanism.

7 Comparison with queuing network theory

The results of our model for the steady state behaviour of a component (e.g. the example of Sect. 5.3) resembles the
job flow analysis performed when studying queuing networks [6]. We want to point out here the similarities and the
differences between the two approaches.
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The component is described by a set of equations, describingthe flowing of tasks in the program: in the pipeline
example, every task produced by a stage is sent over the stream to the next stage. More complex situations can be
accommodated: when the multiple destinations are possiblefor tasks departing from a node, each destination has an
associated coefficient, that can be seen as the probability that a task will follow that route, exactly as in the queuing
network framework [7, 8]. We notice that the hypothesis commonly assumed to be able to solve the network, that the
queuing network is an ergodic system [9], implies the hypothesis of Prop. 1, i.e. the transfer function is asymptotically
linear, with the routing probabilities as coefficients.

We extend the possible set of behaviours for the nodes, in fact a computation in a node, activated by a task, can
produce more than a single task as output, or, as well, can absorb a number of input tasks to produce a single output.
These behaviours are captured by the same coefficients, thatnow are seen as the product of the routing probability by
the task multiplication/division factor.

A known limitation of general queuing network solution methods [9] is that they cannot handle event synchronisa-
tion (ad-hoc solutions with fork/join stations [10] are farfrom being generalized). Our model overcomes this limitation
for the recurring, unconditional synchronisations happening when a single computation is activated by the simultane-
ous presence of a token on every associated input interface.In fact we can show with an example (see Fig. 11) that
our model captures deadlocks occurring in malformed programs.

A o A i D 1e A
o Ci C e CC De DB o Be Bi B i D 2k B = 1k C = 2

Figure 11: Program that deadlocks ifID1 andID2 are synchronised to activate a computation

The equations describing our example are the following:






eA = oA module A
oA = iB = iC bcast stream
iB = eB = oB module B
iC = eC module C input
oC = 2eC module C output
oB = iD1 stream BD
oC = iD2 stream CD
iD1 = iD2 = eD module D

If we solve the simultaneous equations, we obtain that the system as zero degrees of freedom, and all the rates must
be zero at steady state. This means that every infinite computation would eventually stall. This does not imply that
cannot exist finite computations that complete successfully; indeed, a trivial computation of a zero-length stream is an
example of successful computation. However, this shows that the limited form of synchronisation of our computational
model is captured by our performance models.

8 Performances constraints

We defineperformace constraintsthe inequalities with the form:xi ≥ ci wherexi is a placeholder for a variable of
the system (36) andci ∈ R

+ is a positive number that represents the desired operational rate forxi. The constraints
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are satisfied if the measured values for the performance features are greater than (or equal to) the specified ones; to
minimize cost, it is preferable that they are as close as possible to them.

The constraints are well specified if they are sufficient to compute the expected value for all the performance
features of the program. In order to express every performance feature as a function of the constrained ones, we apply
a simple transformation to the equations, that can be seen asa manipulation of the matrix of the coefficients.

We reorder the columns (and consequently the variables of (36)) in such a way that the constrained variables appear
last.

Exploiting the Gauss-Jordan Elimination algorithm, we canrow reduce the matrix to echelon form. The form that
the matrix assumes as a result of this transformation can be used to recognise if the constraints are well specified or if
new constraints should be added.

If the transformed matrix has not the form [
In−k D

0 E

]

(38)

the constraints are not sufficient to compute an unique assignment for the performance figures.
If the matrix assumes the form (38), and denoting withk the number of constraints and withn the number of

features and withm the number of equations, theD matrix is (n − k) × (k) andE is (m − n + k) × k. Note that
m− n + k can be zero, and in that case the form is

[
In−k D

]
(39)

8.1 Example

1
2

4
3 5

e 1
e 2

e 4
e 3 c e 5e 3 bi 3 1i 3 4i 3 2 i 5

i 4o 4
o 1

o 3 4o 2 o 3 5e 3 a

Figure 12: Example program graph

Let us consider a program graph like the one depicted in Fig. 12. We derive its performance model, exploiting its
structure and performance annotations.

Its performance model is completely described by the steadystate balance equations, derived as in the example of
Sect. 5.3.
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Theperformance featuresthat characterise the performance model are the following:

i =









i31
i32
i34
i4
i5









e =













e1

e2

e3a

e3b

e3c

e4

e5













o =









o1

o2

o34

o35

o4









The structure of the program is captured by the following equations, derived using the previous three Propositions:

1. Input interfaces
Each input interface activates the corresponding computation in nodes 4 and 5. Computations in nodes 1 and 2
are spontaneous. The first computation of node 3 is activatedby data from node 1, the second one is activated
by data from node 2 and the third one by data from node 4.

i31 = e3a

i32 = e3b

i34 = e3c

i4 = e4

i5 = e5







⇒ i =









0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1









︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

e⇒ i = Ae

2. Output interfaces
We write the generic linear combinations relating output interfaces to node computations. The coefficients of
the combinations, reported here as an example, are the ones that must be provided by developers, in order to
fully specify the performance model.

o1 = e1

o2 = e2

o34 = 3
4 e3a + 5

6 e3b + 9
10 e3c

o35 = 1
4 e3a + 1

6 e3b + 1
10 e3c

o4 = e4







⇒ o =











1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 3
4

4
5

9
10 0 0

0 0 1
4

1
5

1
10 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0











︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

e⇒ o = Be

3. Connections

i31 = o1

i32 = o2

i34 = o4

i4 = o34

i5 = o35







⇒ i =









1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0









︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

o⇒ i = Co

The performance model is summarised by the following homogeneous system of simultaneous equations:




−I A 0
0 B −I

−I 0 C









i

e

o



 =





0
0
0





We write the matrix for the example; note that we can partially reduce the system eliminating some variables
without loss of generality, in order to improve the readability of the example. From an algorithmic point of view, the
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whole system can be analysed in the same way. In the example, if we limit our analysis to the variablese3a, e3b, e3c,
e4 ande5

1, we obtain the following homogeneous system:








3
4

4
5

9
10 −1 0

1
4

1
5

1
10 0 −1

0 0 1 −1 0
















e3a

e3b

e3c

e4

e5









Now we transform with the Gauss-Jordan algorithm the previous system, re-arranging the columns w.r.t. different
choices of constrained features:

1. e3c ande4 are constrained:





1 0 −16 0 2
0 1 15 0 −2
0 0 0 1 −1













e3a

e3b

e5

e3c

e4









⇒







e3a = 16e5 − 2e4

e3b = −15e5 + 2e4

e3c − e4 = 0

In this case the constraints cannot fully specify the system. Indeed, the last row expresses the correlation between
e3c ande4 that must be respected; anyway, it is impossible, for example, to specifye5 (the variable related to
the third column) only using the constrained variables.

2. e3a ande5 are constrained:





1 0 0 1 −1
0 1 0 0.5 −8
0 0 1 0.5 −8













e3b

e3c

e4

e3a

e5









⇒







e3b = −e3a + e5

e3c = −0.5e3a + 8e5

e4 = −0.5e3a + 8e5

In this case the constraints fully specify the system. Each unconstrained variable can be expressed as a linear
combination of the constrained variables. Nevertheless itis possible to obtain negative solutions (e.g. choosing
e3a = 2 ande5 = 1), that imply that the constraints cannot be fulfilled.

3. e3a, e3b ande5 are constrained:





1 0 0 −0.5 −7.5
0 1 0 −0.5 −7.5
0 0 1 1 −1













e3c

e4

e3a

e3b

e5









⇒







e3c = 0.5e3b + 7.5e5

e4 = 0.5e3b + 7.5e5

e5 + e3a − e3b = 0

In this case the system is over-specified. The unconstrainedvariables can be expressed as a linear combination
of the constrained ones, but there is a relation, expressed by the last row, between the constrained variables, and
the constraints must fulfil it.

8.2 Solution of the constraints

When the system is fully specified, it is easy to solve the finalsystem to find the values of the unconstrained variables
of the application. In fact, denoting withξ the vector of unconstrained variables, withc the vector of the values of the
constrained variables and with D the matrix as in (39) we have:

Iξ + Dc = 0 that is equivalent to ξ = −Dc (40)

1The unicast streams and the omitted transfer functions do not introduce new degrees of freedom.
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If negative solutions are found, we can compute the nearest set of constraintsc′ = c + h with h ≥ 0 such that
ξ = −Dc′ ≥ 0, solving the linear problem:

min
∑

hi

s.t.






ξ = −D(c + h)
ξ ≥ 0
h ≥ 0

(41)

In this way we find the correct values for the constrained variablesci + hi and for the unconstrained onesξj .
When the system is over-specified, the values of the constrained variables cannot be arbitrarily chosen. In fact,

denoting withλ the vector of constrained variables and with E the matrix as in (38), the following must be satisfied:

Eλ = 0 (42)

If we substitutec in place ofλ the previous system is not satisfied for somec, and we have, instead:

Ec = d (43)

At this point, a new set of constraintsc′ = c + h with hi ≥ 0 must be chosen, that satisfyEc′ = 0, c′ ≥ c and that
the new values of the constraints are as close as possible to the user specified ones. Moreover, we search for positive
solutions for unconstrained variables, therefore also−Dc′ ≥ 0 must be satisfied.

To computec′ different techniques can be used. In our case, we can simply minimise
∑

hi subject to the previous
constraints:

min
∑

hi

s.t.






Eh = −d

−D(c + h) ≥ 0
h ≥ 0

(44)

and determine the new valuesc′ = c + h for the constrained variables and the valuesξ = −D(c + h) for the
unconstrained ones.

In our example (last case) we haveλ = [e3a e3b e5]
T ; if c = [1 1 1]T then the last relation is violated (d = 1).

The minimisation problem we have to solve is:

min h3a + h3b + h5

s.t.






h3a + h3b − h5 = −1
0.5 · (1 + h3b) + 7.5 · (1 + h5) ≥ 0
h3a ≥ 0
h3b ≥ 0
h5 ≥ 0

In this simple case, the solution of the problem can be found by direct inspection:h3a = 0, h3b = 0 andh5 = 1.
In general, it can be found algorithmically using a linear program solver (e.g. the simplex algorithm [11] or the
polynomial time Karmarkar algorithm [12]) to find the optimal solution.

The aim of the algorithm is to identify a single solution, that is an assignment of values to each variable describ-
ing the running application. An under-specified system, that has infinite solutions is considered an error, while an
over-specified system can be modified, as explained above, tofind the nearest solution to the given constraints. The
application of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm is necessary to spot the mentioned error condition. The transformation of
the whole original problem in a linear program, in the case ofan infinite number of solutions, would find a wrong
solution, in the sense that it is not the one desired by the user, as the following example will show.

8.3 Example

Let us consider a simple application with two independent nodes that send data to a third node through a merge stream.
Let us consider only the variableso1, o2 andi3 that characterise the stream, and the structure equationo1 + o2 = i3.
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If an user specifies the performance constrainti3 ≥ 5, the equivalent linear problem is:

min o1 + o2 + (i3 − 5)
s.t.






o1 + o2 − i3 = 0
o1 ≥ 0
o2 ≥ 0
i3 ≥ 5

A visual representation of the polyhedron of the problem is depicted in Fig. 13, where the polyhedronD is the planar
surface delimited by the linesA, B andC. The optimality direction vector projection on this surface is normal toi 3

o 2
o 1

5
55

A B
CD

Figure 13: Polyhedron of the LP problem in the example

the lineB; it means that every point on this line is a solution of the LP problem. Different linear program solvers
will retrieve different solutions. For example, the simplex algorithm will return a vertex (either[5 0 5]T or [0 5 5]T ),
without any warning about the infinite number of solutions. The solutions found in this way hardly are the ones
intended by the user (why he put two components producing thestream, if in the solution only one is working?). This
suggests that such indeterminate conditions should be flagged as errors, so that the user can better detail the behaviour
he desires from the application.

9 Resource selection and mapping

The developed theory can be used not only to relate the performances of components between themselves and to
the ones of the whole program, but also to predict the run-time performance of parallel components and programs,
provided that we can model sequential computations and computation resources.

This is an important aspect of targeting Grids, in fact state-of-the-art Grid resource managers select at launch
time the target machines for the execution of sequential/parallel programs, and the prediction of execution times/rates
for the sequential code on the chosen machines is important to select the most suitable ones for sequential/parallel
executions.

The correct configuration of a parallel application on a run-time chosen set of machines is a complex problem,
with several implications:

• select an adequate number of resources (proper sizing of parallel constructs) to guarantee a certain elaboration
bandwidth / completion deadline (QoS);
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• select the most appropriate resources to execute the non-parallelized sections of the computation;

• map processes onto resources, taking care of the information derived from the program structure (communi-
cation topology, specific necessities) and the parameters of the interconnection networks, as well as on their
eventual congestion state.

Here, we define some quantities and derive relations among them that can be used to drive the selection and
mapping phases of application deployment.

Work associated to a computation Computations can be characterised in terms of the work they perform (e.g.
number of floating point operations, amount of data exchanged with memory or disk) per activation. Different metrics
are possible (see e.g. [13, 14]), and perhaps multiple metrics can be considered simultaneously, so we can define, in
general, the work performed by the computationEi as an array Li = [li1, . . . , lic]

T of the values of the considered
metrics.

Machine power The machine power can be described (borrowing the definitionof power from physics) as the work
performed in the time unit. Clearly, we need a power measure for each considered work metric (MFLOPs for floating
point operations, data transmission bandwidth for memory/disk data exchange), so likewise the work, it is expressed,
for a generic machinej, as an array of measures Wj = [wj1, . . . , wjc]

T .
The service time for a computationEi on machinej can be computed, if a single metric is considered, as

tij =
li

wj
(45)

Results for multiple metrics can be combined:

tij =

c⊔

k=1

lik

wjk
(46)

the appropriate
⊔

combinator should be selected:

•
∑

if work related to different metrics is serialised

• max when work related to different metrics is carried out in parallel.

Physical limits We define the maximum rate at which a computationEi can be performed on machinej as the
reciprocal of its service time:emax

ij = t−1
ij . The effective rate can be lower (ei ≤ emax

ij ), due to contention with other
computations competing for the same machine, or to the time wasted waiting for data needed to start computation.

The productei · tij represents the percentage of the time that the resourcej assigns to the execution of the compu-
tationEi. In a node withm computations, the following must hold:

m∑

i=1

ei · tij ≤ 1 (47)

Each term of the summation represents the percentage of the time of the resource assigned toith computation; the sum
represents theresource utilization, and must be less than or equal to 1 (resource fully occupied).

The maximum value for data transfer rates on the streams is limited by the bandwidth of the physical link available
for each stream. If we denote withsi the size in bits of the data transferred on streamOi, with oi its transfer rate,
and withBj the available bandwidth on the physical linkj, we have, for them streams mapped on the single physical
link j:

m∑

i=1

si · oi ≤ Bj (48)
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9.1 Enriched set of annotations

In order to exploit (47) and (48) to drive the resource selection and mapping, the parameters appearing in the equations
must be specified. The execution and transfer rates are known, in fact their value is computed by the algorithm for
constraint solution. We need to know the service timeti for each computation, the size of transmitted datasi and the
link bandwidth. In general, we want to discern the quantities that are related to the program from the ones related
to the hardware on top of which it will be run. This allows us toevaluate the performance of different mappings,
involving heterogeneous hardware platforms, and select the best.

The program parameters will be specified as annotations to the program modules (we call this new set of annota-
tionsdeployment annotations). They specify, for each computation, the associated work per activation Li, and for
each connection (stream), the sizesi of the data that is carries.

In this way, the maximum performance achievable is computed(exploiting (45)/(46), (47) and (48)) by composing
this information with the hardware features, expressed as the machine power Wand the communication bandwidthB.

Deployment annotations are not restricted to this; they specify also, in a language that can be interpreted by a
launcher [15], the minimum hardware requirements to run each module. This is important, because some measures
such as the work performed by a computation can be affected bysome kind of resources. For example, a matrix
multiplication operation requires a certain number of floating point operations and data fetch for main memory, if it
is executed on a machine with sufficient memory. Otherwise, the operating system will perform some I/O operations
(page swapping) to overcome memory limitations, but changing dramatically the performance of the program (in this
case, the execution time would be dominated by the I/O operations, that are orders of magnitude slower than memory
access).

We can think, therefore, the deployment annotations, as a set of implications of the form:if module M runs on
hardware with at least these characteristics, then its computationsE1, . . . , Ek will perform L1, . . . , Lk units of work
per activation.More than one implication can be given for a single module: this allows the programmer to specify
different operation points, related to possibly differenthardware capabilities, covering the cases in which the lackof a
resource affects the performance, but not the correctness of a computation.

Likewise, placement constraints are declared as deployment annotations; in this way, we can specify that a par-
ticular module instance should be activated on a particularmachine, or inside a given administrative domain (e.g. for
privacy issues) or on a machine that has a copy of a given file orinstalled software.

The information provided by deployment annotations, supported by the values of the computation and data trans-
mission rates provided by the solved constraints, is sufficiently detailed and low level that it can be exploited by an
automatic program launcher, that performs resource selection and mapping on behalf of the user, therefore it will be
incorporated in the description of the program at launchingtime.

Optimal parallelism degree for parallel modules We have seen that performance modeling abstracts from a mod-
ule being sequential or parallel, because the interest is focused on computation execution rates, rather than on resource
assignment. The fact that a module is parallel is, therefore, taken in consideration only when resources are selected
and the mapping of modules to resources is computed. In orderto interpret (45) (or (46)) and (47) for the parallel case,
we can think that an aggregate resource is assigned to each parallel module, such that:

• the power Wis the aggregate power of the set of resources,

• ti is therefore the service time for the parallel execution of computationEi, and

• the productei · ti represents the utilization of the aggregate resource (i.e.if it is 1, all the resources of the set
are busy).

In this way, a set of resources is suitable to execute a parallel module if equation (47) is satisfied. This formulation
can be applied successfully to heterogeneous sets of resources, because it is parametrized w.r.t. the aggregate power
of resources.

Traditional formulas that compute the optimal parallelismdegree for parallel constructs, based on number of
resources instead of their power, implicitly assumes that they are homogeneous.

A difficulty that arises when dealing with heterogeneous setof resources is the definition of an optimality criterion.
When resources are all equal, minimizing the number of utilized resources optimizes the cost, but when heterogeneous
resources are available, also the cost can be different, so it should be evaluated case by case, for every suitable resource
assignment found.
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A final remark is deserved to how to aggregate the power of a setof resources. For homogeneous resources, or
when a single metric is used to describe the power, an easy wayof defining it is the sum the power of all the resources
of the set (peak aggregated performance). This does not workfor heterogeneous resources when multiple metrics are
combined, and can be shown with an example.

We suppose to have a computation that performs 1M floating point operations and exchanges 1MB of data with
main memory, and two machines, one with a fast FPU (1GFLOPS) and slow memory (100MB/s), and the other with
a fast memory (1GB/s) and slow FPU (100MFLOPS). Our program execution rate is approximately 100 on each
machine, so if we use them in parallel, with optimal speedup we obtain a theoretical rate of 200 computations/s.
If we sum the powers, instead, we obtain an “aggregate machine” featuring 1.1GFLOPS and 1.1 GB/s of memory
bandwidth, on which the program could operate at 1100 computations/s.

This shows that forn heterogeneous machines, the aggregate power should be defined as a list{1,...,n}W =
{W1, . . . , Wn}, where Wj is the powers vector of the machinej (or homogeneous aggregation of machines). We need
also to define how to compute{1,...,n}ti starting from this definition. This can be simply achieved starting from thetij
on the machines described by Wj , as the inverse of the peak bandwidth:

{1,...,n}ti =

( n∑

j=1

1

tij

)−1

(49)

This works well if the implicit assumption of optimal speedup of the parallel module is satisfied. In general, a
parallel execution introduces some overhead; we define the efficiency [16] of a parallel run the percentage of the peak
aggregated performance that can be effectively exploited.When the efficiency loss is not negligible, a more sound
way of defining the aggregated performance is taking the product of the peak aggregated performance, computed as
shown before by the efficiency of the parallelization for a set of resources of the given cardinality.

This requires a characterization of the efficiency of a parallel module as a function of the number of resources,
that can be given as a deployment annotation, in tabular form. Several existing techniques allow to estimate it with
reasonable effort and accuracy [17, 16], without the need toexecute the program once for every number of processors.

10 Performance contracts

We can define theperformance contract for a component, basic or compound, the tuple composed by:

• performance model,

• performance requirements,

• deployment annotations for the processes belonging to the component (sensible for basic components),

• for each sub-component (in case of a compound):

– a performance contract for the sub-component

– a mapping of the performance features of the compound to the ones of the sub-component.

Clearly the performance contract for a multi-component application is the performance contract of its topmost com-
ponent.

We defineassessed performance contracta performance contract that associates to each component the expected
values of its performance features, expressed as performance requirements, such that it can fulfil the constraints in the
context of the whole application.

The contract assessment algorithm is hierarchical: given an application (i.e. its topmost component) and its perfor-
mance contract, the algorithm computes the expected valuesof the performance features using the performance model,
and map them to the interfaces of each sub-component. It can be recursively applied to the performance contract of
each sub-component, using as requirements the computed values for the interfaces, to determine the performance val-
ues associated to each module or sub-component; this can be reiterated up to compute the performance requirements
for every atomic element of the application.

Thecomputation complexity of the provided algorithm is polynomial in time, w.r.t. input sizen, that is the size
of the contract description. For a basic component we haveT (n) = TGJ(n) + TLP (n), whereTGJ(n) is the time
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complexity of the Gauss Jordan algorithm (O(n3)), andTLP (n) is the complexity of the Linear Solver (O(n3.5) for
the Karmarkar algorithm [12]). For a compound we have that the contract sizen is the sum of the compound partn0

and of the contract size of the sub-componentsni, and the time complexity results:

T

( k∑

i=0

ni

)

= TGJ(n0) + TLP (n0) +

k∑

i=1

T (ni)

Since ∑

ni = n⇒
∑

nk
i = O(nk) ∀k ≥ 1

we conclude
T (n) = O(n3.5)

The requirements of an application could vary at run-time: this implies that the performance contract is not fixed
during the execution of an application. The changes can affect the required performance for a component; when
this happens, the contract assessment algorithm has to be applied at run-time, to derive the new assignments for each
component. The proposed algorithm meets the requirements for being applied on-line: it has a low computational cost,
and it can be distributed on top of the management hierarchy,among the components constituting the application.

11 Experiment

We validate the proposed approach on a realistic application. We describe its performance model and measure the
work of its main computations, using standard metrics. For different performance contracts, we apply the assessment
algorithm and compute a mapping on a set of heterogeneous resources machines, following the guidelines of Sect. 9.
We measure, then, the adherence of program runs with the requested performance.

11.1 Application description

The test application is a graphic pipeline, in which the firstcomponent request the rendering of a sequence of scenes,
and the second renders each scene (exploiting the PovRay rendering engine), interpreting a script describing the 3D
model of objects, their positions and motion. The third stage collects images rendered by the second one, and builds
Groups Of Pictures (GOP), that are sent to the fourth stage, performing DivX compression. The last stage collects
DivX compressed pieces and stores them in an AVI output file.

The graph of the application is shown in Fig. 14.F r a m eS e q u e n c e r P a r a l l e lR e n d e r e r D i v XE n c o d e r O u t p u tS t o r eG O PA s s e m b l e rC 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4
Figure 14: Graph of the render-encode application

Performance model The performance model of the application is the set of relations between the performance of
single components and stream connectors. It is built from the performance model of basic components. Each basic
component is a singleASSISTmodule, either parallel (C2, C4) or sequential (the others). The performance model for
basic components are resumed in Tab. 1, for GOPs of 12 pictures; the performance model for the entire application is
therefore:

C1o = C2i = C2o = C3i = 12 · C3o = 12 · C4i = 12 · C4o = 12 · C5i

and has one degree of freedom. This means that it is sufficientto specify a single performance requirement to determine
the desired speed of every component of the application.
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RecursiveTypedef
Contract = < Model mod, Map{String, Double} req, Xml ann,;

List {<Map{String, String} perFeatMap, Contract con >} sub >;

Contract.assessment()
begin

// Propagation;
Double[m][n] tmp_m← ReorderColumnsLast(mod, req.getKeys());
Double[k] c← req.getV alues();
tmp_m← GaussJordan(tmp_m);

switch tmp_m do
Double[k] h;
case

[
In−k D

]

if (−Dc < 0) then

h← LP_Solve





min
∑

hi{
−D(c + h) ≥ 0
h ≥ 0



;

else
h← 0;

end
req← NewRequirements(mod.getV ariables(), req.getKeys(), c + h,−D(c + h));
break ;

case
[

In−k D

0 E

]

h← LP_Solve







min
∑

hi





Eh = −Ec

−D(c + h) ≥ 0
h ≥ 0







;

req← NewRequirements(mod.getV ariables(), req.getKeys(), c + h,−D(c + h));
break ;

otherwise
Error(System not fully specified);

end
end

// Recursion;
foreach (Map{String, String} perFeatMap, Contract con) in subdo

con.req ← MapPerformanceFeatures(perFeatMap, req);
con.assessment();

end
end

Table 1: Performance model for components and streams of theexample app.

Component Equations
C2 o = i

C3 o =
1

12
· i

C4 o = i

Connector Equations
S1 i = o

S2 i = o

S3 i = o

S4 i = o
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Deployment annotations Each component has different resource needs, that must be satisfied to guarantee cor-
rectness and efficiency. These annotations specify: the hardware platform the binaries are compiled for, capacity
requirements (memory, secondary storage), software requirements, performance characteristics, restrictions on the
machines that can be selected (e.g. machines in a particularadministrative domain, or subnetwork or even specify the
exact machine on which a component is intended to work).

The annotations are resumed in Tab. 2: all components are compiled for Intel 686 platforms; componentC1 has no
particular requirement, whileC5 has to be run on a specific machine, that is the one in which the output file is going
to be stored. ComponentC3 requires a large amount of memory, because it has to store thebitmaps coming from the
render component, sort and assemble them in groups of consecutive pictures and send them towardsC4. C2 andC4

perform the actual computations, and are annotated with thework associated to them. These annotations are exploited
to find a suitable set of resources that can execute the component fulfilling the performance requirements that can be
specified in the contract.

The work performed by a component for each activation is represented by a pair of valuesp = (pMFLOP , pMB),
representing the number of floating point operations (expressed in MFLOP) and the data transferred to/from main
memory (expressed in MB). These values are empirically measured by running a few activations of the compu-
tation on machines that differ for the performance of the FPUand main memory (expressed by the pairm =
(mMFLOP/s, mMB/s)). The actual values for the works are computed as the ones that best approximate (in the sense
of minimum squares) the execution time, expressed as the sumof the time spent computing floating point operations
and the time spent transferring data. More formally:

p =arg min
p

∑(
t(m, p)− tm

)2

wheret(m, p) =
pMFLOP

mMFLOP/s
+

pMB

mMB/s

andtm is the measured time on machine m.

For the connectors, the deployment information specify thesize of the carried data. It can be used to determine the
required bandwidth to sustain the transfer rate that the performance model, instantiated on the performance require-
ments, associates to the connector.

Table 2: Deployment annotations for the example application.

Component C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

hw platform i686 i686 i686 i686 i686
capacity req. mem:64Mb mem:256Mb mem:64Mb
work (3307,302) (52,104)
placement ip=x.x.x.x

Connector S1 S2 S3 S4

data type parameters picture GOP of 12 pics. compressed GOP
data size 54 1244164 14929924 2097156

11.2 Performance requirements and contract assessment

Typically, if someone is facing a problem by means of HPC tools, he has clear in mind some sort of performance
requirement for his application. This can be expressed in different forms, e.g. completion time, computation rate,
response time, etc. In our framework, requirements are expressed as computation rates; this means that, if the problem
is expressed in different terms, some sort of preliminary transformation should be applied (e.g. study the initial
transient length to relate completion time to computation rate, or use the Little’s Law to translate response time
requirements in computation rate ones). This way of reasoning is implied by the fact that the problem is being solved
using stream parallelism.

In our example, we want to obtain a predetermined frame rate for the program output. We will compute the contract
for two scenarios:
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easy we require 1 frame/s (the constraint is expressed byC5i ≥
1

12
, because each input forC5 is composed by 12

frames).

hard we require 12 frames/s (the constraint is expressed byC5i ≥ 1).

Applying the contract assessment algorithm, we derive, foreach component, the requirements expressed in Tab. 3.

Table 3: Projected requirements for each component

easy
Comp. input output
C1 n.a. C1o ≥ 1
C2 C2i ≥ 1 C2o ≥ 1
C3 C3i ≥ 1 C3o ≥ 12−1

C4 C4i ≥ 12−1 C4o ≥ 12−1

C5 C5i ≥ 12−1 n.a.

hard
Comp. input output
C1 n.a. C1o ≥ 12
C2 C2i ≥ 12 C2o ≥ 12
C3 C3i ≥ 12 C3o ≥ 1
C4 C4i ≥ 1 C4o ≥ 1
C5 C5i ≥ 1 n.a.

11.3 Contracts, mappings and results

The last step is to compute a mapping of the application on theavailable machines (Tab. 4), that initially satisfy the
performance constraints. In the next chapter we will show how the constraints can be enforced at run-time, despite
changes in resource load or computation workload. In the following experiment we disable the adaptation engine, and
work with free resources, to insulate the effects of load-time decisions.

We instantiate the physical limit inequalities for all our modules (47) and links (48). These inequalities give the
concrete requirements, expressed in lower level terms w.r.t. the user provided performance contract, that the mapping
should satisfy to obtain the required performance.

For theeasyscenario we have:

• componentC2, eC2
=1 : we search a set of aggregate resourcesm2, such that1·t(m2, pC2

) ≤ 1 i.e. t(m2, pC2
) ≤

1

• componentC4, eC4
= 12−1 : we search a set of aggregate resourcesm4, such that12−1 · t(m4, pC4

) ≤ 1, i.e.
t(m4, pC4

) ≤ 12

• connectorS1, sS1
= 54, oS1

= 1 : we search a link of capacityB1, such that54 · 1 ≤ B1

• connectorS2, sS2
= 1244164, oS2

= 1 : we search a link of capacityB2, such that1244164 · 1 ≤ B2

• connectorS3, sS3
= 14929924, oS3

= 12−1 : we search a link of capacityB3, such that14929924 ·12−1 ≤ B3

Table 4: Available machines. All the machines are provided with Fast Ethernet NICs; connections between clusters
share the departmental network (switched).

Machine/Cluster CPU cluster dim. MFLOPS Memory MB/s
pianosa P3 32 176.14 614
c1 P4 8 317.56 1185
pegaso AthlonXP 1 617.83 961
quanto P4 1 267.39 1185
pacifico 2xP4 1 442.41 1743
izar P4 1 236.84 1634
marte P4 1 349.84 1536
fuji AthlonXP 100 642.43 795
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• connectorS4, sS4
= 2097156, oS4

= 12−1 : we search a link of capacityB4, such that2097156 · 12−1 ≤ B4

For thehard scenario we have:

• componentC2, eC2
=12 : we search a set of aggregate resourcesm2, such that12 · t(m2, pC2

) ≤ 1 i.e.
t(m2, pC2

) ≤ 12−1

• componentC4, eC4
= 1 : we search a set of aggregate resourcesm4, such that1 · t(m4, pC4

) ≤ 1, i.e.
t(m4, pC4

) ≤ 1

• connectorS1, sS1
= 54, oS1

= 12 : we search a link of capacityB1, such that54 · 12 ≤ B1

• connectorS2, sS2
= 1244164, oS2

= 12 : we search a link of capacityB2, such that1244164 · 12 ≤ B2

• connectorS3, sS3
= 14929924, oS3

= 1 : we search a link of capacityB3, such that14929924 · 1 ≤ B3

• connectorS4, sS4
= 2097156, oS4

= 1 : we search a link of capacityB4, such that2097156 · 1 ≤ B4

We observe that the second scenario has no feasible mapping with the available resources, because connectorS2

requires a link of at least capacity1244164 · 12 B/s= 113.9Mbit/s. The contract for thehard scenario has to be
rejected because it is infeasible, with the available resources. Moreover, our performance model shows us that with
this program structure and a bandwidth limit of 100Mbit/s, the program cannot scale to more than 10fps, irrespectively
of the computation resources employed.

Theeasyscenario has no bandwidth problems, in fact the most demanding link, associated to connectorS2, needs
9.5 Mbit/s.

We compute and evaluate three different mappings:

• using a large cluster of slow machines,

• using heterogeneous resources,

• using a small cluster of fast machines.

In this example, we exploit (a simplified version of) the run-time estimation model of [13] as a complement to
our performance model for the sequential parts of our parallel program. The resource requirements obtained by our
model are expressed as functions of the sequential code performance on a candidate resource. In order to compute the
mapping, we need to evaluate the run-time estimation model for each candidate resource, to select the ones that satisfy
the requirements.

In order to solve aggregate requirements, we need a way to relatet(m, p) for an aggregate resourcem = [m1, . . . , mk]
to the performance of the code on single resourcest(mi, p). If we suppose perfect speedup, it is easily obtained (ex-
ploiting (49)) as:

t(m, p) =
(∑

i

t(mi, p)−1
)−1

We note that the result is independent of the ordering ofmi in the aggregate resourcem, therefore resource
aggregation can be performed with linear complexity.

Mapping 1 (pianosa cluster) The constraintt(m2, pC2
) ≤ 1 is satisfied using an aggregate of 20 nodes of the

pianosa cluster (t(m2, pC2
) = 0.96); the constraintt(m4, pC4

) ≤ 12 is satisfied by a single node (t(m4, pC4
) = 0.5).

The bandwidth achieved from this configuration is shown in Fig. 15.

Mapping 2 (c1 cluster + pacifico + pegaso + marte + quanto) The constraintt(m2, pC2
) ≤ 1 is satisfied using the

aggregate power of pegaso, pacifico, marte and 7 nodes of cluster c1 (t(m2, pC2
) = 0.94); the constraintt(m4, pC4

) ≤
12 is satisfied by machine quanto (t(m4, pC4

) = 0.31). The bandwidth achieved from this configuration is shown in
Fig. 16.

Mapping 3 (fuji cluster) The constraintt(m2, pC2
) ≤ 1 is satisfied using an aggregate of 6 nodes of the fuji cluster

(t(m2, pC2
) = 0.92); the constraintt(m4, pC4

) ≤ 12 is satisfied by a single node (t(m4, pC4
) = 0.22). The bandwidth

achieved from this configuration is shown in Fig. 17.
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Figure 15: Achieved bandwidth for Mapping 1

Results commented The obtained results are as expected: the initial configuration of the program computed using
the performance model fulfills the constraint, at least at the beginning of the application run. This occurs because we
sampled the achieved performance on the first frames of the movie, but the application workload slightly changes with
the evolution of the movie. This is evidenced by the smoothedbandwidth curve, that has the same course in the three
experimental settings: the workload is heavier around 100sand 300s, while it is lighter in the middle and at the end.
With mapping 2 and 3, the heavier workload causes temporary violations for the constraints, that would have triggered
self-adaptation, if we enabled it.

12 Related work

Performance modeling is one of the key problem that needs to be addressed to face scheduling/mapping problems with
heterogeneous platforms. Banino et al. [18] apply steady state analysis to schedule master-slave tasks on heteroge-
neous platforms with different communication topologies.Our approach differs because we separate the performance
modeling step from the scheduling one: we apply steady stateanalysis to program graphs, relating the performance
of every part with the performance of the others; we considerthis an “abstract mapping”, that must be concretized
finding suitable resources for each process, that can sustain the predicted performances.

Symbolic performance modeling is a modeling methodology that enables a rapid development of low complexity,
parametrized performance models. Symbolic models can be mechanically derived from high-level languages close to
the program or machine (e.g. Pamela [19]). Our model enjoys the properties of symbolic models: it can be extracted
from the structure of the program (that in our case is the application graph), it is parametric and can be efficiently
evaluated.

Structural performance models [20] are the first effort to develop compositional performance models for compo-
nent applications. Our work targets the class of stream-based computations, showing how compositional models can
be generated automatically for them, reducing the problem of modeling a parallel application to the simpler one of
profiling its sequential parts.

Queuing network modeling can be adapted to support performance analysis of software architectures [21]. The
translation of the structure of a program to the equivalent queuing network model is not straightforward, and may
require approximations to obtain mathematically tractable models. Our approach departs from queuing networks,
because we model systems with finite buffers without losses (tasks are seen as an incompressible fluid that flows
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through the network); we derive equations similar to the flowbalance equations of queuing networks, but under a
different set of hypotheses (finite buffers, task gemmationand absorption, synchronization of different tasks in a
single place). We show that our equations can capture the synchronization behaviour of programs, being able to detect
deadlock conditions.

Performance contracts has been introduced in [22] as a mean to specify run-time expected behaviour of a dis-
tributed program. It is defined as a set of contract specifications that can be verified by a monitoring system, in order
to trigger adaptation if any of them is violated. Our definition of a performance contract is broader: it is intended to
specify all the information needed to run an high-performance application on a Grid, namely resource selection and
process mapping, expected performance and adaptation policies that must be adopted when it is not achieved.

The presented symbolic performance model allow us to followan original approach to resource selection and
process mapping. Differently from [23], our performance model is not a function that given a set of resources, com-
putes the achieved performance. It rather relates performance of computations with performance of resources, and
can be queried to obtain which resource performances are required to achieve a contractually specified computation
performance. In this way, the performance model of the parallel program can be evaluated once, instead of for each
candidate group of resources, speeding up the selection phase. Moreover, resources (or resource groups) fulfilling
single or aggregate requirements that are obtained by contract evaluation, can be selected without considering an
exponential number of candidate groups, at least if we are not concerned with cost minimization.
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